On apparent misalignment of collinear edges and boundaries.
In two experiments, subjects adjusted various pairings of the top and bottom boundaries of two obliquely oriented outline bars (Experiment 1) and those of two similarly oriented complete and incomplete squares (Experiment 2) to apparent alignment. The data from the first experiment showed that the misalignment effects were determined jointly by the directional properties of the bar ends (vertical, oblique, and semicircular) and the pair of boundaries that were aligned (both top boundaries, top of upper bar with bottom of lower bar, bottom of upper bar with top of lower bar). The results from the second experiment showed that the misalignment effects were the same for the oblique boundaries of solid and outline squares and persisted when the squares were reduced to two parallel lines. The effect was undiminished when the ends of the parallels were aligned, but was markedly reduced when pairs of parallels themselves were aligned. The outcomes of the two experiments are explained in terms of the apparent positions of the oblique boundaries. It is proposed that these vary with the positions of the elements (bar or square) relative to the visual field, the position of the boundaries relative to the stimulus elements, and the positions of the boundaries relative to axes that are delineated by the parallel adjacent ends of bars and sides of squares. This relative-position basis for apparent misalignment is held to be the basis of misalignment effects in other figures.